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Our News

Those last month we implemented the “First Charity Dinner” and “Charity Concert” to collect funds and made a
banner to promote the Foundation.

Finn

Jonathan

Vanessa

We would like to thank Finn Elits, Jonathan
Sauer and Vanessa Freeman for the work they
have been doing in the projects and for the
Foundation’s Friends Network during their
volunteering year. We are really grateful for
the enthusiasm, commitment and the love
they expressed helping the boys, girls and
teenagers. They will remain in our minds and
hearts forever. We wish they’ll have a lot of
success in their future!!

Dear Foundation Estrellas en la Calle Family, those last months we focused our work on the defense of
homeless girls, boys, teenagers, youth and families (NNAJFSC: Niños, Niñas, Adolescentes Jovenes y Families en
Situacion de Calle). They are subjected to a very high level of violence from various State Institutions that do
not realizes that this violence is making their situation even worst.
Here so, we tried to meet with those State authorities to aware them on the situation and stop those abuses.
Unfortunately, we only had them stop for a while.
However, our team working in the Coyera - Wiñana Project keeps on going daily in the streets with the
NNAJFSC.
We also keep on working with Departmental, National and International Networks to share experience, news
and above all to convey the voice of the people we are working with and who trust in the help we provide
them to be heard and defend their rights.
We will finish the year with the last national meeting in November to work on topics such as “The Protocol for
the Attention and Prevention for People Living on the Streets”.
We are willing to attend this meeting and we will keep you informed of the organization. We are really grateful
for your interest and support that enable us to assist children, teenagers and families.
They need for a helping hand to assist them in the trials they have to go through.
Thanks to your support, we are able to accompany them and help them leaving the streets.
A fraternal embrace.
Víctor H. Arellano Soto
DIRECTOR

The Coyera – Wiñana Project

Estefany Simmons:
24 years old. We aware her about her
obligations as mother. Currently, she
is working selling food with her
mother. She improved her personal
image and she is working on her
lifetime project.

Beatriz Cerruto:
She is taking her obligations as
mother. She is working selling food.
She improved her communication
with her mother who is helping her in
her rehabilitation process. Her son
will be fostered in the Fenix Project to
provide him educational support.

Henry Gutiérrez Mercado:
He have not been consuming drugs
for 5 months, he is taking is
responsibilities as a father and he is
having couple counselling to improve
his communication. Currently, he is
emotionally stable and he is working
on his anxiety to control his addiction.

Rolando Aguilar Salaz:
16 years old, from the Rieles Group.
He have been doing mental exercises
to work on is memory, concentration,
logical thinking and consciousness to
improve his decision making
capacity.

Isabel Susan Felipe:
22 years old. She is working in
embroidery workshop and is studying
by night. She is demonstrating her
independence.

Oscar Amos Tordoya
15 years old. He is from the Aroma
San Martin Group. He is having
Syphilis and have been taken to a
medical center to establish the
severity of the disease. We are
assisting him and monitoring his
medical treatment now he left the
center.

The Fenix Project

In August, a mother supported by the
Foundation passed away. Here so, we
contributed to the medical and
funerary costs payment and gave the
family (sons participating to the
projects) support in their grief.

Children had manual activities. They
made various kind of paper flowers
rolling paper. This activity is useful to
work on their fine motor skills and
kinesthetic and corporal intelligence.

We worked playfully on logical mathematical intelligence (thinking
logical following clues) and the
language and verbal intelligence
(respecting turns, reading, written
comprehension) with riddles.

We had awareness activities on oral
hygiene and had a control of
children’s oral health of all children
and teenagers at the Cerro Verde
Hospital.

Teenagers participated to a workshop
on puppets playing. They learned
basic ways to use them and how to
synchronize their voices with the
puppets.

We hold interviews and psychological
tests to find the strength and
weaknesses of the people we are
working with for the purpose of
improving the attention we provide
to those people

